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We introduce the children to a wealth of activities that prepares each child for handwriting. We 
refer to the physical act of using a writing implement as the mechanics of writing (as opposed 
to the process of writing). Practical life activities (such as polishing or table scrubbing) help 
children learn order, sequence, and the pattern of left to right, top to bottom we use with writing 
and reading. Any sensorial exercise that requires the lifting of a knob offers an opportunity for 
strengthening the musculature in the hand. Rough and smooth boards help the child learn the 
lightness of touch needed to make the strokes associated with handwriting. Before a child is 
ever introduced to a pencil, she engages in months of practice writing individual letters - and 
learning how to connect the letters to make words - on a chalkboard. We begin with a large 
chalkboard and then move to smaller chalkboards, and later introduce the added challenge of 
writing on lines. We formally demonstrate how to use a pencil through work with the metal 
insets. We use this material to show how to fill each shape using a serpentine line that flows 
continuously as one uses when writing in cursive. Only when we are sure the child will be 
successful, do we invite him or her to try writing with a pencil and paper. 
 
 
 

At Home Metal Inset Activity:   
Directions:  Complete each metal inset using serpentine “up-and-down” lines with a colored 
pencil. Use whatever color you choose. (See example on the last page). The child may choose 
one shape, two shapes, or three shapes based on the lessons received at school. 
 
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-1-shape-set-1.pdf 
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-1-shape-set-2.pdf 
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-2-shapes.pdf 
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-3-shapes.pdf 
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-2-same-shapes.pdf 
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-3-same-shapes.pdf 
 

https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-1-shape-set-1.pdf
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-1-shape-set-2.pdf
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-2-shapes.pdf
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-3-shapes.pdf
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-2-same-shapes.pdf
https://files.alldayprimary.com/modules/handwriting/at-home-metal-insets-3-same-shapes.pdf


Pencil Grip 
*It is very important that your child is practices a proper pencil grip when holding a pencil, so that they 
don’t develop habits that are difficult to change later and result in hand-fatigue and/or poor 
penmanship: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Shape Tracing At Home 
Children can trace and color in stencils, or even objects around your home, such as canned goods for 
circles or a box of crayons for a rectangle. They can go on a scavenger hunt looking for shapes to trace. 
Can you find something that will make a square when you trace it? Can you find something that will 
make a triangle? 
 
 
 

Tracing Lines 
Here are a variety of lines for tracing, using a finger or a pencil (depending on your child’s skill level in 
properly using a pencil). This is great practice in moving toward forming cursive letters. 



 



 



 


